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Introduction 
 
In 2019, the LERU Doctoral Studies Group approved Trinity College Dublin as the host of the 
annual Doctoral Summer School, scheduled to take place in the summer of 2020. Prof Neville 
Cox, then Dean of Graduate Studies proposed the theme Re-Asserting the Role of the Expert 
as the focus of the Summer School. While plans were still being finalized, the global Covid-19 
pandemic emerged, with immediate curtailments on travel across the EU. Although initially it 
was hoped that delaying the Summer School to late in the summer of 2020 might enable an 
in-person event, it quickly became clear that this aspiration was unrealistic. Consequently, it 
was decided that the event be postponed to the summer of 2021, again in the hopes that it 
could be hosted in-person. Prof Cox stepped down from the role of Dean of Graduate Studies 
in July 2020, and was replaced by Prof Martine Smith. 
 
By March 2021, it was clear that the reach of the pandemic was both extensive and enduring. 
It was finally agreed that the only viable option was to host an online Summer School. The 
decision to transfer to an online forum required some adjustments to the plan and schedule, 
to account for the different demands and opportunities afforded by the online environment. 
However, the overall thematic focus of the Summer School was retained, although the theme 
was refined to Re-Evaluating the Role of the Expert. It was also agreed that as an output from 
the School, participating students would draft a policy paper on The Role of ECRs as Experts 
of the Future: Policy and Practice Implications for consideration by LERU. 
 
The LERU Summer School took place from August 9th to 13th and enabled the participation of 
a large cohort of students and faculty. Although there was widespread disappointment that 
it was not possible to physically meet on the historic campus in Dublin, the switch to the 
online format also created some opportunities that otherwise might not have been possible. 
The remainder of this report details some of the practicalities involved, as well as an 
evaluation of the overall success of the project and some suggestions for future 
consideration. Following completion of the Summer School, core participants were invited to 
participate in a survey evaluating the overall structure and organization of the event, with 
opportunities for both closed and open responses. In total, 29 students responded (i.e., just 
over 50%) and some of the feedback from the survey is incorporated into this report. 
 
A small core team supported delivery of the Summer School. This team comprised: 

• Dr Cormac Doran, Assistant Academic Secretary, Graduate Studies, TCD 
• Ewa Adach, Administrator, Graduate Studies Office, TCD 
• Anna Ibañez Cantí, Executive Officer, TCD 
• Tom Hayes, IT Support 
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Participants 
 
One of the advantages of the online format was the potential to permit larger numbers of 
students to engage with the Summer School. However, it was important to balance this 
possibility with the need to ensure that (a) the competitive process for selecting students was 
protected, and (b) the overall numbers could still enable effective group work, to support a 
sense of community and cohesion amongst participants.  
 
For these reasons, two categories of participants were defined: core and fringe participants. 
Core participants were those students who were successful during the evaluation stage, and 
who were deemed eligible to participate in all aspects of the Summer School. They were 
drawn from the participating LERU universities, as well as 6 other university partnerships. 
Participation was prioritized for students more advanced in their PhD studies, and the 
majority were in either Year 3 or Year 4. Fringe participants were those interested parties who 
could be invited to participate in some sections of each day, but who did not receive 
certificates of attendance at the Summer School. 
 
Table 1 below details the number of core and fringe participants from each of the LERU 
partner universities who participated in the Summer School throughout the week.  
Approximately 55 core students dialed into the morning and afternoon sessions from their 
homes or schools across Europe, accompanied by 59 fringe students who participated 
exclusively in the morning sessions. 
  

Name of sending institution 
 

Number of core 
participants 

Number of fringe 
participants 

Imperial College London 1 - 
KU Leuven 3 4 
Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität 
München 3 - 
Lund University 2 - 
Sorbonne University 2 18 
Universität Heidelberg 2 - 
Universitade Barcelona 2 - 
Universiteit Leiden 1 - 
University College London 4 1 
University of Cambridge 4 11 
University of Edinburgh 2 2 
University of Freiburg 2 - 
University of Helsinki 2 - 
University of Milan 3 5 
University of Oxford 2 2 
University of Strasbourg 1 - 
University of Zurich 2 - 
Utrecht University 3 1 
Trinity College Dublin 6 14 
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Eötvös Loránd (ELTE) 1 - 
University of Ljubljana 2 - 
University of Prague (Charles 
University) 2 - 
University of Tartu 1 - 
University of Warsaw 1 1 
University of Zagreb 1 - 
Total Number 55 59 

Table 1: Profile of student participants 
 
Attendance of core participants was monitored for each session in order to be able to issue 
accurate Certificates of Attendance. These certificates were shared with the students during 
the closing ceremony and were sent as soft copies by email to each student from the 
dedicated email account on completion of the programme. 

Academic Programme  
 
The online environment has the advantage of enabling both larger numbers of participants 
with no additional costs, and also of removing geographical barriers. On the other hand, 
engaging in an online format is more challenging and can be tiring, especially if there are 
limited opportunities to physically move around a building. Furthermore, the social 
opportunities that foster effective network building as well as a sense of community are very 
difficult to replicate in an online environment. A number of decisions were taken to try to 
mitigate some of these difficulties. These related primarily to (1) the structure of each day; 
(2) preparatory activities; and (3) dedicated technical supports. 
 
The overall structure for each day was divided into clearly differentiated kinds of activities, 
each involving potentially different participant groups (see Appendix 1 for detailed 
programme). Each day started with a seminar session focused on a specific topic related to 
the overall theme of Re-Evaluating the Role of the Expert. Rather than having one keynote 
each day, the two-hour session was led by one short keynote presentation (30 minutes) 
followed by two respondent contributors, each allocated 20 minutes. The online format 
meant that the larger number of speakers could be easily accommodated, the time demand 
on speakers was reduced as there was no travel or commute time to consider, and it was also 
possible to invite a contribution from further afield, which otherwise would not have been 
possible. The aims of this adapted structure were to ensure students were given the 
opportunity to shift focus slightly as speakers changed, and to participate in discussions with 
a range of contributors. These morning seminar sessions were opened to both core and fringe 
participants. Over the course of the week, numbers participating ranged from 62 to 97 (see 
Table 2).  
 
Following a coffee break, core participants reconvened as a group for a one-hour session, 
Thoughts-In-3, where groups of up to 4 students were tasked with presenting to the larger 
group on the topic of the morning’s seminar, using no more than three PowerPoint slides. 
This session was followed by lunch. During the afternoon, participants worked in groups of 
up to 6 students to draft content for the proposed policy paper and came together at the end 
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of the day to share their work. Most days finished relatively early, recognizing the demands 
of working online and the different time zones in which students were based. Social events 
(detailed further below) were scheduled for three evenings. Attendance at social events was 
optional. 
 
 

 
Number of 

participants 

Monday, 9th August: Are Experts Important? 95 

Tuesday, 10th August: Are Populism and Anti-intellectualism 
connected?  97 

Wednesday, 11th August: Anti-Intellectualism and Science: From 
vaccinations to Climate Change. 90 

Thursday, 12th August: Early Career Researchers and the Experts 
of the Future: Potentials and Pitfalls. 94 

Friday, 13th August: Final Remarks.  62 
Table 2: Participants per morning session 
 
Feedback 
 
Overall, students evaluated each of the morning seminars very positively, with an average 
rating of 4.13-4.55/5 across the four days. Positive comments included: 
“I loved the variety of topics and speakers. The online format allowed us to have speakers from all over 
the world. My favourite thing was the relevance of the talks to the topic of the summer school and the 
possibility to exchange ideas with peers and speakers on the chat”  
“They were more fun than anticipated, with the highlight being the discussion in chat and real-time 
responses to these discussions” 
and 
“I really love it! Lecturers are great and I really love that there were three of them and that we had 
productive discussions! “ 
However, students also commented that the 2-hour slot was long, that speakers did not 
always respect time limits, and that more time for interactive discussion would have been 
welcomed. It proved more difficult to manage time in the online context than would have 
been the case in person and it would have been helpful to have agreed with speakers in 
advance how best to indicate to them when their allocated speaking slot had lapsed. Despite 
these limitations, students engaged very actively across each day and a general sense of 
excitement was palpable during many of the discussions. 
 
Feedback on the Thoughts-in-3 sessions was also generally positive. Students were not asked 
to rate these sessions, but instead provided qualitative comment. For some students, these 
sessions worked very well (e.g., “These were great. Everyone brought something to the table and it 
was one of the most pleasant group exercises that I’ve done.; It was really nice to prepare those 
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presentations, the size of the group and of the pptx was appropriate and the topics and associated 
literature very stimulating. It was also interesting to see how different groups chose and highlighted 
different concepts when trying to discuss the same topic; These were one of the highlights - the open-
ended expectations allowed for interesting approaches to topics; It was really interesting to dissect the 
issue of the week from different perspective, discovering/understanding things that maybe for some 
of us where less important or evident”). Other students found the timing challenging, would have 
preferred to incorporate preparation for the presentations into the schedule of the Summer 
School and felt there were different challenges for those who presented on the first day, 
compared to peers who were scheduled for later in the week. Specific suggestions for change 
ranged from ensuring students stuck to the guidelines on time, to simply deleting this activity 
from future schedules. 
 
Writing groups where students worked on the draft policy paper were scheduled in the 
afternoons, with opportunities for all students to re-group as a large group at the end of the 
day on most days. Students worked in groups of 6 and two facilitators (Martine Smith and 
Cormac Doran) moved between groups to provide support and facilitate discussions where 
necessary. Many students commented on the value of this activity in really interacting with 
peers, getting to know other participants as well as sharing views, opinions and experiences, 
with sample comments below:  
“Our group worked very well and I believe we came up with great ideas regarding our topic and were 
even able to network with each other a bit.” 
“I was in a quite diverse group and getting together with peers and talking about the issues we face 
as ECR which are overarching to all fields and backgrounds was amazing.” 
“Worked very well, very interesting to connect in a smaller group. I got to know my group colleagues 
and bit and we had rich discussions.” 
However, students also felt that more structure and guidance was needed in relation to 
drafting a policy paper, that there were challenges in ensuring all group participants 
contributed effectively and that finding agreement across the larger group was particularly 
difficult. Both the focus of a proposed policy paper and responsibility for crafting and finalizing 
the paper remained somewhat unclear, even by the end of the Summer School. Students 
created significant content and generated very specific and valuable suggestions but bringing 
this work to a fully-fledged policy paper remains a work in progress. Finding structures to 
ensure that this work continues and does not lose momentum is a key priority for the next 
stage of engagement with students. Although the students greatly valued the opportunity to 
have a voice in LERU, aiming for an output that extends beyond the duration of the Summer 
School is perhaps overly ambitious and may be a consideration for future Summer Schools. 
 
One of the issues that became very clear from early in the week was the students’ overall 
limited awareness of LERU and across the week there was significant engagement with the 
LERU website and many calls for greater engagement between students and LERU. It is likely 
that this is an outcome of every Summer School, but that its impact lessens after the end of 
the School. The students themselves made strong pleas for institutional support to build 
robust lines of engagement with students across institutions. Regardless of any policy paper, 
this seems a positive outcome from the Summer School. 
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Preparing Students  
 
To minimize the risk of logistical obstacles for participants arising from their remote 
participation, a number of preparatory processes were put in place. First, permission was 
sought from students to share their email contact information with other core participants. 
To support student engagement in each day’s seminar session and their Thoughts-in-3 
presentations, dedicated folders of resources were created and made available to core 
participants. Each keynote speaker/respondent was asked to submit up to three key 
resources (i.e., scientific papers, newspaper articles, video material or website resources), 
relevant to their contribution. These folders of resources were shared with student 
participants, with the facility for them to also upload their own resources to the folder. 
 
A number of communications were issued to students (see some examples below), guiding 
them about the overall structure of the Summer School, the technical requirements and 
supports available, the content resources available, as well as information on other students 
with whom they had been grouped for both Thoughts-in-3 presentations and for work on the 
draft policy paper. In combining students into their smaller groups for their shared 
presentations and writing workshops, care was given to ensuring that each group of students 
had at least one member for whom English was a first language and insofar as was possible, 
balance in terms of gender, year of study and institutional affiliation were also incorporated 
into the groupings. Some very late student withdrawals resulted in minor inconsistencies 
across groups, but overall, the groupings appeared to work well.  
 
 
Students were also asked to prepare a short video introducing themselves and to upload 
these videos to a shared folder, so that other participants could meet them before the 
Summer School started. Very many students (and staff) uploaded videos, and these provided 
a very useful and personal introduction. 
 

Operational and Logistical Processes 
 
Microsoft Teams was used as the online platform for all the Summer School’s sessions. The 
platform had been selected because of its flexibility, a world class customer support and the 
functionality that allowed the organisers, participants, and the speakers to engage in live 
discussions, chat, and the real-time collaboration on the policy paper.  
  
In preparation for the LERU Summer School, the participants were given detailed instructions 
on how to create a Microsoft account, download Microsoft Teams app, access the LERU 
Summer School’s Team and join a meeting. Additionally, our IT Support team provided a few 
drop-in IT clinics to troubleshoot the access issues reported by some core participants and 
speakers in the week prior to the LERU Summer School.  
  
All activities of the Summer School took place within the virtual 2021 LERU Summer School 
Team, which remains an invaluable repository of all content related to the Summer School 
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including the preparatory readings, introductory videos from the students, the recordings of 
the morning sessions, presentations from the speakers and students and their live chat. 
 
Dedicated Email Account 
 
A dedicated email account LERU.Summer.School@tcd.ie was set up to ensure the incoming 
queries were responded to in a professional and timely manner. All the important student 
updates and communications were sent out from the LERU.Summer.School@tcd.ie email 
and the examples of the email communications are included below. The email was monitored 
on a regular basis by staff in the Graduate Studies Office and our IT Support team. 
 

 

 

mailto:LERU.Summer.School@tcd.ie
mailto:LERU.Summer.School@tcd.ie
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LERU Summer School Website 
The LERU Summer School website https://www.tcd.ie/graduatestudies/lerusummerschool/ 
was developed as a hub for all practical information relevant to the participants of the 
summer doctoral school. The hyperlink http://www.lerusummerschool.org/ hosted by LERU 
Office also redirected to that webpage.  
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.tcd.ie/graduatestudies/lerusummerschool/
http://www.lerusummerschool.org/
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Social Media Communication on Twitter  
 
The Graduate Studies Twitter account was the main social platform used for raising the 
awareness of the LERU Summer School and generating interest in the event. 
We asked the students to follow us on Twitter @GraduateTrinity for the latest news and 
announcements and use the hashtag #LERUSummerSchool in conversations about the 
Summer School. We also encouraged the core participants to connect with one another on 
Twitter by posting their #LERUhello with a short introduction of their area of research.  
This helped us create a small online community of PhD researchers, who immersed 
themselves in the discussions about the role of the experts, the populism and anti-
intellectualism but also posted some light-hearted content about their pets, Irish dancing and 
traditional Irish music.  
In the run up to the event, we promoted the research of our speakers by posting links to their 
blogs, articles and lectures and encouraged our speakers to tag, mention and retweet our 
posts to broaden the reach of our communication.  
 
Some of the top posts in terms of reach and engagement included: 
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From 15th  July -  15th August the #LERUSummerSchool hashtag performed very well, 
recording 85 mentions and 491 likes, with a strong engagement rate at 1.4%,  earning around 
4.5k organic impressions per day.   
During the same time @GraduateTrinity Twitter account recorded 6,825 profile visits and  
gained 86 new followers.  
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Meeting with Utrecht University 
 
A further advantage of the online format was that it enabled colleagues from Utrecht 
University, hosts for the Summer School in 2022, to participate in many aspects of the 
Summer School and to evaluate whether there were aspects they wished to retain or adapt. 
In addition, Cormac Doran and Ewa Adach met with the Utrecht team to share plans and 
learning. 
 
Social Entertainment Programme 
 
As with any summer school or conference, the social aspect where participants can interact 
and grow their network was vital. To this end, the evening sessions explored Irish culture by 
introducing the Irish language, Irish dancing and some traditional Irish music. A ‘university 
challenge’ quiz hosted by the students from the School of Medicine in Trinity saw teams pit 
their intellectual might against each other in a fun based, informal atmosphere. 
 
The feedback received from the students in relation to social events was very positive, despite 
the limitations and challenges of the online delivery. Some comments in response to the 
Question 2: What was your favorite aspect of the week? included:  

• Getting to know so many different people and having the social events at the end of 
almost each day. 

• The aspect that brought me the most joy was when the entire group sang an Irish 
melody during one of the social events. 

• The social events - I really loved the dancing, the quiz, and the music. 
 

Welcome event  
 
The LERU Summer School started on Thursday 5th August at 5pm with the introductory social 
event which allowed the Trinity team to meet the students and review the Summer School 
programme for the following week. This event proved to be an excellent opportunity to 
introduce the students to the Irish language and learn how to make a traditional Irish coffee. 
We encouraged students to continue to use the small number of phrases they had learned 
across the week of the Summer School, and this strategy helped to build a sense of 
community and engagement. We also ensured the IT support specialist was available during 
the welcome event to troubleshoot any technical issues related to the use of MS Teams 
platform.   
 
Finances  
 
Although LERU allocates a budget of €7,500 for hosting the Summer School, the online format 
resulted in reduced costs overall. Costs were further reduced by the support of the Trinity 
Marketing team, who assumed the costs for development of promotional materials and the 
website. Speakers gave of their expertise at no charge, although tokens were provided in 
acknowledgement of their rich engagement. The one exception was Prof Darrin Durant, who 
was paid a speaker’s fee in recognition of the fact that he was not a TCD staff member. Further 
costs are detailed below: 
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Description Cost 
Speaker’s fee, Prof Durant, August 10th €500 
Complimentary GVS vouchers for contributors and social event hosts €3,500 
Complimentary Amazon vouchers for winning quiz team €150 
TOTAL €4,000 
Table 3. Summary of costs  

 
Certificates of Attendance 
 
As noted previously, certificates of attendance were issued electronically to all students 
who participated as core participants across the week. The template for the certificate is 
provided in Appendix 3. 

Overall Evaluation  
 
As with any such event, there were many aspects of the original plan that worked well, and 
other aspects that with hindsight could have been delivered more effectively. Importantly, 
overall the student experience was overwhelmingly positive, with over 75% of respondents 
very satisfied with their experience of the Summer School. Given the challenges of the online 
environment and the ambition of the programme of work, this represents a very positive 
outcome. In highlighting their favourite elements, most students commented on the 
opportunities for rich discussions – with each other as well as with recognized experts.  
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Many students also commented on the social events – something that we had feared would 
be particularly difficult to manage. The fact that the students managed to collaborate to 
create a spontaneous choral rendition of Molly Malone online on the final evening speaks to 
their willingness to embrace this social aspect of the programme, and that remains one of the 
highlights of the entire week for me as Dean. As one student commented: 
 
The aspect that brought me the most joy was when the entire group sang an Irish melody during one 
of the social events. Regarding the actual content, I would say all the talks were really relevant to my 
professional career, and the fact that students were well engaged in discussion via the chatbox was 
something I have never seen before.   
 
Below is a summary of one student’s experience of the week:  
  
Ellen Tuck, PhD Candidate, School of Genetics and Microbiology, Trinity College Dublin  
  
The LERU Summer School will certainly be one of the highlights of my PhD experience. It was an 
opportunity to think and learn outside the narrow scope of my own PhD research, strengthening my 
skills and broadening my knowledge as an early career researcher.   
This year’s themes of anti-intellectualism, the role of the expert and challenges for early career 
researchers allowed us to consider issues related to being an academic, an expert, a researcher or a 
scientist – all of which I am training for. But bunkered down in my lab I rarely reflect on the real-life 
context of these roles, how the expertise we, as PhD students, are developing fits into society, and 
the associated responsibilities. This week changed that.   
  
Even though the restrictions of the COVID-19 pandemic meant the summer school was held online via 
Microsoft Teams instead of in person at a host university, the week was packed with engagement and 
fierce discussion from participants. The chat box was constantly pinging with fascinating contributions, 
debates and opinions offered by the PhD students in response to the lectures given by world-leading 
experts.   
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I was in awe of the intellect and passion demonstrated by my fellow students, who represented 
diverse disciplines of research from universities across Europe, dialling in from homes across the 
globe. The course was a perfect opportunity for trans-disciplinary engagement and communication: 
an activity so often emphasized as critically important in the training of PhD students but, in some 
fields, hard to achieve. The discussions during the lectures and particularly the group work on policy 
writing highlighted how similar our experiences can be, developing solidarity across the continent and 
across disciplines, but also how different our experiences, perspectives and feelings on issues can be. 
It was fantastic to see how brainstorming together, discussing our diverse experiences, developing on 
common ground, and inspiring one another made for some great progress towards a policy document 
which will help us as PhD students, early career researchers and experts of the future. As the saying 
goes “Ní neart go cur le chéile” (there is strength in unity).   
  
Our discussions on the challenges for early career researchers highlighted key themes: 
Communication, relating to the need for training to communicate with the public effectively and 
respectfully; and Collaboration, something we all enjoyed immensely and benefited from during the 
week but need more opportunities and support to do. We indeed encountered some frustrations 
inherent to the policy making process, such as limits to what can realistically be achieved, and handling 
the overwhelming amount of input from so many participants, especially through an online format. 
But it was an effective learning process and the documents we did produce had some excellent ideas 
which LERU will follow up on. They will hopefully improve the experience of early career researchers, 
particularly PhD students, across the LERU universities.    
  
 

Future Considerations 
 
Despite the general success of the online format, feedback from both participating students 
and the organizing team is a desire that future Summer Schools will return to in-person 
interactions. If an online or blended format is selected, key lessons learned include: 
 
• The varied structure of activities across the day was very helpful, and indeed essential for 

the engagement of participating students 
• The availability of a dedicated IT support was critical to the overall success of the project. 

A large number of students engaged in one-to-one discussions and problem-solving 
sessions with the IT support, to a far greater extent than we had anticipated. It would 
have been impossible to deliver the Summer School without this support 

• Although the online format created the possibility of wider participation, managing 
interaction with the larger group was challenging and students commented positively on 
the opportunity to engage in smaller group discussions. Building in small group time 
proved particularly valuable. 

• While we attempted to build in sufficient break time, significant over-run of the morning 
sessions soon ate into the available time. For future planning, we recommend increasing 
further the break time and agreeing a system for time management with participating 
contributors to ensure that schedules are managed effectively. Each day was scheduled 
to finish relatively early – even with this plan, students found the days tiring and long. 
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• Social events were challenging to organize and to deliver online, but they proved 
extremely valuable to the group overall. Each session was short, but we strongly 
encourage future organisers to continue to try to incorporate this dimension, even if an 
online platform is necessary. 

• Although the online forum is more cost-efficient than an in-person event, it is important 
to recognize that there are associated costs and that budget is still required even for this 
format. 

• Organising and delivering the Summer School was resource-intensive and required the 
full-time involvement of the entire team for the week, in addition to the time in 
preparation. We had anticipated that it might be easier to host an online event than one 
where issues such as accommodation and refreshments were involved, but the areas 
requiring attention changed, rather than reduced. It is important not to under-estimate 
the time needed to deliver this kind of event. 

• The support and guidance of LERU was critical to our success. This ranged from supporting 
our communication with partner groups and with students, the selection process to 
determine core participants, guidance and prompts about Certificates of Attendance, to 
participation in scheduled activities across the week. We would particularly like to thank 
Prof Kurt Deketelaere and Francesca Bucci for their invaluable assistance. 

 
Regardless of the format of future Summer Schools, it was clear that students were keen to 
learn more about LERU and it may be helpful to incorporate an introduction to LERU into the 
overall schedule. Students were also particularly appreciative of and motivated by the 
opportunity to have input into LERU – building their sense of connectedness with each other 
but also with higher education and research within Europe. It may be possible to build on this 
in deciding on work plans for future events. Although we attempted on the first day to 
manage expectations of what could be achieved from the overall work agenda within one 
week, it was clear as the week unfolded that many students experienced frustration that their 
ambition to deliver a fully polished product by the end of the week was unlikely to be realized. 
As a team, we were ambivalent about implying that students who participated in the Summer 
School were expected to continue their work on the paper once the week was over. As a 
consequence, both the process by which the policy paper can be completed, and the planned 
timeframe are still under discussion. Nonetheless, considerable and valuable work has been 
done by the students and the bones of a policy paper have already been crafted.  Our 
recommendation is that future organisers address these planning issues well in advance of 
the School, so that a clear outline of expectations can be shared with students in advance. 
 
In their evaluation survey, students were also asked for their advice for future organisers, and 
some of these suggestions are included below (the full survey can be made available to the 
team in Utrecht University): 
 
• (…) think of fostering blended formats, to foster accessibility, sustainability, without sacrificing 

human contacts and face to face interactions. 
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• I think that the 2021 LERU summer school was a great success. I know that it is difficult to make 
predictions based on the actual COVID-19 pandemic, but I would try to organise the event in person 
or at least hybrid, so some people can be physically present in Utrecht. 

 
• Please on location instead of online! However, if possible it would be nice if the lectures were again 

either live streamed or made available for a larger (live) audience. I think that would be good. 
Furthermore some more guidance for the policy paper writing would be valuable, it would be nice 
to have something a bit more polished ready that what we achieved this year. 

•  
Ideally the next summer school (safety dependent) would be held in person but with online options 
for those that cannot travel. 

 
• I would include a presentation/video about LERU on day one (or during informal introductory day). 

I was looking forward to hearing about LERU previous accomplishments and activities. It would 
also be very helpful even for understanding the purpose of our policy paper. 

 
• Really think the motivation of drafting a policy paper is a good one if that can carry on and will be 

easier to achieve if Utrecht is able to hold in person. If still online, increasing the opportunity for 
smaller group work vs. larger would be more effective as it is easier to engage/connect with other 
participants. 

 
• If there's some big group project like this policy paper, be 100% clear about what needs to be done. 
 
• To provide more information on how the policy paper should come together throughout the week 

and to incorporate students from all fields (maybe one day which is a bit more geared towards 
students with an Arts&Humanities background). 

 
• My two favourite things were 1) writing the policy paper, it feels very good to know that we can 

take an active role into shaping our own future (or that of others coming after); and 2) interacting, 
getting to know and collaborating with peers from different universities, fields and backgrounds. 
Networking is key within and outside academia and PhD is a very lonely journey. So I would 
emphasise the importance of collaboration and networking. 

 
• If it is also held online - the introductory videos was a good a idea to get acquainted with other 

participants before the conference but maybe it was not the best format as it did not allow 
interaction to take place. Maybe provide the same chance of saying hi before it all starts but on a 
chat that can turn into a group videocall if participants wish. If it is held on location - provide 
chances for participants to discuss the issues on a more relaxed atmosphere every day (these 
would be different from chances to socialize). 

 
• More small group work, with several different groups with different members that each attendee 

is a part of. The community aspect of these schools is perhaps one of the most valuable things 
participants take home. By making small groups, you facilitate closer interaction between 
members and a more meaningful connection. Other than that, if there was a way to replicate the 
lively chat from the presentations in an in-person event, that would be nice. 

 
• Have moments where students could engage with each other in as small groups as possible, 

perhaps best one-on-one. A big problem, potentially because this year was hosted online, was that 
a small proportion of the students hijacked the discussion. Some students I never even knew were 
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a part of the summer school until the group virtual picture at the end. Somehow facilitate more 
timid students to let their voices be heard. 

 
 

Conclusion 
 
Hosting the LERU Doctoral Summer School proved to be an exciting and extremely rewarding 
opportunity for Trinity College. A small but dedicated team worked together to ensure 
students had an equally positive experience. World class researchers and experts willingly 
gave of their time to share their knowledge and to challenge students and engage in rich 
discussions. The calibre of these speakers provided a solid foundation for engaging 
discussions that often exceeded the allocated time slots. Although our preference would have 
been to host students and colleagues here in Dublin, overall we feel the online format was 
broadly successful. Nonetheless, participating students were clear that their strong 
preference would have been to be in Dublin, and they have already put plans in place to try 
to come together in-person once restrictions are lifted.   
 
The success of any such event rests on the contributions of a number of individuals. Special 
thanks are due to Cormac, Ewa, Tom and Anna, in Trinity, but also to our LERU colleagues. 
We were particularly appreciative that Prof Jürgen Barkhoff and Prof Kurt Deketelaere made 
themselves available to participate in the closing ceremony, adding to students’ sense that 
they were valued and that their work was important.  
 
We wish our colleagues in Utrecht University every success with their Summer School. 
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Appendix 1 
2021 LERU Doctoral Summer School Programme 
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Appendix 2 
 
Links to the recordings of the morning sessions of the LERU Summer School. 
 
The recordings are available on the LERU Summer School MS Teams platform, and you should 
be able to access it by clicking on the links embedded below: 

1. Monday, 9th August: Are Experts Important? 
2. Tuesday, 10th August: Are populism and Anti-Intellectualism Connected?  
3. Wednesday, 11th August: Anti-Intellectualism and Science: From Vaccinations to 

Climate Change. 
4. Thursday, 12th August: Early Career Researchers and the Experts of the Future: 

Potentials and Pitfalls. 
5. Friday, 13th August: Final Remarks. 

 
  

https://tcdud.sharepoint.com/sites/TCDGroup-LERU-Summer-School-2021/Shared%20Documents/General/1.%20Monday,%20August%209th/Monday%209th%20lecture%20recording/Theme_%20'Are%20Experts%20Important_'%20-%20August%209th%20at%209_30am.mp4
https://tcdud.sharepoint.com/sites/TCDGroup-LERU-Summer-School-2021/Shared%20Documents/General/2.%20Tuesday%20Aug%2010th/Tuesday%2010th%20lecture%20recording/Theme_%20%E2%80%98Are%20Populism%20and%20Anti-Intellectualism%20Connected_%E2%80%99%20-%20August%2010th%20at%209_30am-20210810_103547-Meeting%20Recording.mp4
https://tcdud.sharepoint.com/sites/TCDGroup-LERU-Summer-School-2021/Shared%20Documents/General/3.%20Wednesday,%20August%2011th/Wednesday%2011th%20lecture%20recording/Theme_%20%E2%80%9CAnti-Intellectualism%20and%20Science_%20From%20Vaccinations%20to%20Climate%20Change%E2%80%9D%20-%20August%2011th%20at%209_30am-20210811_103322-Meeting%20Recording.mp4
https://tcdud.sharepoint.com/sites/TCDGroup-LERU-Summer-School-2021/Shared%20Documents/General/3.%20Wednesday,%20August%2011th/Wednesday%2011th%20lecture%20recording/Theme_%20%E2%80%9CAnti-Intellectualism%20and%20Science_%20From%20Vaccinations%20to%20Climate%20Change%E2%80%9D%20-%20August%2011th%20at%209_30am-20210811_103322-Meeting%20Recording.mp4
https://tcdud.sharepoint.com/sites/TCDGroup-LERU-Summer-School-2021/Shared%20Documents/General/4.%20Thursday_August_12th/Thursday%2012th%20lecture%20recording/Theme_%20%E2%80%9CEarly%20Career%20Researchers%20and%20the%20Experts%20of%20the%20Future_%20Potentials%20and%20Pitfalls%E2%80%9D%20%20-%20August%2012th%20at%209_30am-20210812_103232-Meeting%20Recording.mp4
https://tcdud.sharepoint.com/sites/TCDGroup-LERU-Summer-School-2021/Shared%20Documents/General/4.%20Thursday_August_12th/Thursday%2012th%20lecture%20recording/Theme_%20%E2%80%9CEarly%20Career%20Researchers%20and%20the%20Experts%20of%20the%20Future_%20Potentials%20and%20Pitfalls%E2%80%9D%20%20-%20August%2012th%20at%209_30am-20210812_103232-Meeting%20Recording.mp4
https://tcdud.sharepoint.com/sites/TCDGroup-LERU-Summer-School-2021/Shared%20Documents/General/5.%20Friday_August%2013th/Friday%2013th%20lecture%20recording/Final%20Remarks%20and%20Presentation%20of%20Certificates%20-%20August%2013th%20at%2011_30am.mp4
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Appendix 3 
 
Certificate of attendance sample 
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